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I. CONTEXT

The IP network, which was originally designed
to merely connect two computers from a distance,
is exposing its limits in front of emerging Internet
users’ and business’ requirements which transform
the Internet in a planet-scale framework for content
delivery. In this context, an evolution of current net-
work architectures is occurring, inspired by the idea of
naming content objects rather than naming nodes with
IP addresses. Such an idea has been implemented into
many Information Centric Network (ICN) proposals.
Among them, Named Data Networking (NDN) [1]
is the one receiving the most attentions from the
research community. NDN shifts the semantics of
network service, from delivering the packet to a des-
tination, to retrieving data identified by a given name.
This concept brings up important changes to the
way the network works: (1) communication is driven
by user requests; (2) seamless connection between
content providers and users is no longer necessary;
(3) mobility support is ensured by removing end-host
identification and bringing in-network caches; (4) the
latter in-network cache eventually increases the global
content delivery performance; and finally (5) multi-
path forwarding brings multicast delivery. NDN also
brings in security primitives, by implementing signa-
tures for all named data packets, and self-regulation of
network traffic, through flow balance between Interest
and Data packets.

While NDN appears as a promising solution for the
Future Internet, its deployment is still limited to ded-
icated research testbeds. Furthermore, its adoption by
Internet Service Providers (ISP) remains a challenge

due to required time and prohibitive cost of large
scale deployment. However, the emerging Network
Function Virtualization (NFV) [2], a concept where
network functions can be virtualized and installed
over shared pools of standardized commodity hard-
ware resources, emerges as an advantageous means
to accelerate and facilitate the deployment of NDN
by stakeholders. From a security perspective, NFV
also brings challenges and opportunities by (1) clearly
separating the infrastructure level from the virtualized
one, thus bringing an intrinsic solution to malicious
network function isolation, and (2) through the use
of Software-Defined Networking (SDN) [3], enabling
an easy configuration and orchestration of network
functions.

In this context1, the main questions which are
raised by subsequent research topic are: “By lever-
aging NFV for the deployment of NDN, what are the
security threats these novel network functions expose?
What are the most appropriate detection solutions and
what are the related counter-measures?”

II. NAMED DATA NETWORKING BACKGROUND

In this section, we briefly introduce key concepts
and operations of NDN.

A. Key concepts

NDN is one of ICN proposals - a networking
paradigm which is based on data objects. The key
concept in ICN is that it names each data object in
the network, instead of using IP addresses for naming

1The PhD is part of ANR project DOCTOR [4] (DeplOyment
and seCurizaTion of new functiOnalities in virtualized networking
enviRonments).



Fig. 1: NDN router’s operation [5]

hosts and nodes. Secondly, a node in ICN does not
have to connect to one specific server to get data. Al-
ternately, this node will send a request with the name
of the required data object. Then, the network will
return the corresponding object to this node. The third
key concept is that ICN deploys in-network caching.
Every time a packet passes a network elements, it
will be cached. Based on these concepts, many ICN
architectures have been introduced.

Among ICN proposals, NDN is the most popular
one in research community. It currently allows re-
searchers to evaluate their results with both simulator
and implementation. In NDN, communications are
based on requests for hierarchical content names and
are performed by two type of packets: Interest and
Data. A user sends an Interest packet when he wants
to retrieve content and will receive a Data packet in
return.

B. Operations

A router in NDN includes three main data struc-
tures: (1) Forwarding Information Base (FIB); (2)
Content Store (CS) and (3) Pending Interest Table
(PIT). The FIB works like a routing table, while
the CS acts like a local cache inside, storing every
Data packet passing through. The PIT maintains a
routing state for each forwarded Interest packet and
uses these states to forward the corresponding Data
back to the requester. A PIT entry contains a NDN
name and multiple incoming interfaces. Figure 1(a)
presents the Interest lookup and forwarding process
in NDN. Whenever receiving an Interest for a content

name, the router will check the CS first. If a cached
copy exists, router will send this copy back to the
incoming interface. If a cached copy doesn’t exist but
a PIT entry for this content name is already created,
the incoming interface of the Interest will be added to
this entry and Interest will be dropped. If a matching
PIT entry doesn’t exist, a new entry will be created
and then the Interest will be forwarded using routing
information in FIB. If no matching route is found, the
Interest can be discarded or broadcast, depending on
the routing policy of the router.

Figure 1(b) presents the Data lookup and forward-
ing process in NDN. When receiving a Data packet,
it checks the PIT. If a matching PIT entry is found,
it will cache the Data packet before forwarding it
to all the corresponding interfaces in the PIT entry
and then this entry will be removed. If the router
did not request for this Data, there is no matching
PIT entry and the Data packet is dropped. The whole
process ensures that one Interest only results in one
Data packet.

III. SUMMARY OF ACHIEVED AND ONGOING

WORK

In order to identify main security threats which
could prevent the emerging NDN technology from
being deployed, we have first performed a careful
state of the art, based on current literature in ICN
security [6]. Given our initial objectives, in order
to highlight the most relevant research direction, we
have evaluated all the revealed attacks not only on
the basis of their impacts on privacy, content delivery
and damage scale, but also on their feasibility with
the current NDN implementation and the amount of
previous works on the corresponding issue. As a
result, we have focused our next studies on Denial of
Service (DoS) related attacks since they are among
the easiest to carry out, while requiring the least
efforts from an attacker (i.e. no need to corrupt a
router or server, no need to cheat with an certification
authority).

Especially, the Interest Flooding Attack (IFA) [7]
appears as an easily-created attack while providing
the most serious damages. The attack consists, for
the attacker, in flooding the network with Interest
packets for non-existing content. In NDN, the router
has a stateful nature: it maintains a Pending Interest
Table (PIT) in order to send Data packet back to the
requester. Exploiting this nature, the goal of IFA is to
overload the PIT, thus preventing the well-operating
of the architecture for legitimate content delivery.



While the state of the art already provides early solu-
tion against IFA, especially ones for attack detection,
none of them can provide a well-grounded result.
Specifically, they cannot provide a clearly-defined
threshold for the detector, hence raising question for
the network managers when they want to implement
the proposed detectors. In addition, previous works
cannot provide an expected theoretical performance,
hence weakening authors’ claim for an optimal result.

As such, we address the attack by proposing a
detector based on the statistical hypothesis testing
theory. The proposal [8], [9] is evaluated based on
data simulated in ndnSIM - a NDN network simulator
largely adopted in the community. The hypothesis
testing theory allows the proposed detector to have
indisputable advantages over previous solutions for
IFA. Figure 2 briefly visualizes these advantages our
proposal.

First, the theoretical performance of the proposed
detector (dash line) can be analytically established
and the sharpness of those results have been con-
firmed with numerical experiments (solid line). This
can help a lot in assessing the confidence given in
the results, as it is possible to set the false-alarm
(false-positive) and missed detection (false-negative)
probabilities.

Secondly, the detector’s decision threshold is
clearly defined, with simple enough computation,
hence making the detector easy to be set up. Besides,
the threshold does not depend on the attack’s behavior
but only on the desired false-alarm probability, which
can be chosen to satisfy a trade-off between early
detection of attacks and decision reliability. In our
measurement for detector’s input, we expected that
there will be a number of samples corrupted by the
attack (denoted as M). Figure 2 shows a comparison
between the theoretical and the empirical power of
the proposed GLRT for three number of corrupted
sample, denoted M , 1, 3 and 7. As one would expect,
the power increases with the number of corrupted
samples. This result emphasizes that the proposed
method can be adapted to focus on the quickest
detection, hence aiming at detecting only if the last
sample is corrupted at a cost of lower detection
accuracy. On the other hand, it is also possible to
increase the detection delay, hence focusing on the
detection of several lasts samples corrupted by the
IFA, to ensure a higher detection accuracy.

Finally, while most of proposed solutions apply
countermeasure universally, all the time, thus con-
suming resources and decreasing the content delivery
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Fig. 2: Receiver Operational Characteristic (ROC)
curves for the proposed GLRT with different number
of samples corrupted.

performance, applying a low-computation-cost detec-
tor helps saving a lot of resources for the network as
the counter measure is applied only when an attack
is suspected.

IV. FUTURE WORK

On the basis of this current work, our perspective
of future research works are the followings:

• Evaluate our detection solution with real data:
Although the results of the proposed detector for
IFA are very promising, the current empirical
performance was estimated with simulated data.
Even though those data were obtained using
very realistic traffic models, there are still many
aspects that can hardly be considered within
simulation environments, such as the detection
time, impact of real data against simulated ones,
computation cost, etc. Hence, we plan to move
from a pure simulation framework to real traf-
fic data produced by the reproduction of the
attack within a real environment. As such, in
the context of DOCTOR project, a testbed for
NDN will be deployed in a near future bringing
the expected deployment environment. At first,
the collected data will be processed off-line.
However, dedicated monitoring probes will be
deployed and the detector will be implemented
in each of them to detect attack on-line.

• Moving to a distributed detection scheme:
It is important to note that the current detector
can be applied on any interface of NDN. How-
ever, in cases of distributed attack, the detection
can hardly be carried out on single interface.
Hence, a distributed detection scheme has to be
proposed based on the detector deployed over



each NDN device interface. Since the proposed
detector has analytically known statistical perfor-
mance, this could greatly help in the design of a
reliable distributed detection method. On a more
practical point of view, this would also greatly
help pushing back distributed attacks and also
the application of counter-measures.

• Design a mitigation solution for IFA:
As a straight next step of this first perspective,
we plan to design and implement a mitigation
strategy, built as a part of an autonomous so-
lution, which will especially leverage the SDN
technique to realize counter-measure actions and
the NFV to implement it.

• Explore a second major threat in NDN:
As a second case of attack detection and miti-
gation, we have selected another form of DoS
attack which can easily occur in NDN: cache
poisoning [10], an attack aiming at injecting
forged content into caches and profiting from
caching system to spread such content among
users. Although NDN routers are allowed to ver-
ify data packets received and to remove altered
packets, signature verification of each packet
is computationally infeasible and not realistic.
Hence, this is a dangerous attack which how-
ever receives less attention from the research
community. With a methodology similar to the
work achieved for IFA, we plan to assess the
attack process of such an attack, reproduce it
in a simulated environment at first, design and
dedicated detection and mitigation solutions and
then move to a real implementation in the Doctor
testbed [11].
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